Ascent of Malea Gliati.
The 626 metres of Malea Gliati rises out of the sea in one steep, unbroken line to
the summit, one of many summits that comprise the volcanic massif that is
Methana. Over the years the dark red broken rocky peak, speckled with pine trees
and flashes of bright green had taken on a challenge; always there, always
tantalising.
Finally, that day arrived, but in mid summer with temperatures in the mid 30's: not
ideal. Clearly, the ascent from sea levelwas out. The new mountain road
connecting one side of the peninsular with the other made it possible to drive up
from Komeini Chora, the burnt village built into the lava flow, to the deserted village
of Steno Gambresa and the broad terraces nearby. Here, the car was parked in
the shade of a walnut tree and shorts and sandals were exchanged for long
trousers, boots, gaiters and long-sleeved shirt. Two litres of water and a coke were
stuffed in the rucsac: it was only a 250 metres climb from here - it should only take
an hour and maybe half hour down? lt didn't!

The start was easy enough. Follow the animal trails up onto the terraces, climbing
the dry stone walls where there was no track, but soon a dense wall of green
blocked progress forward. Here and there large red boulders rose above the trees
and bushes; some as ridges climbing skywards. These, I aimed for, battling a path
through the dense vegetation, breaking off dead branches, easing aside the trailing
thorns, climbing over and through thickets of prickly holly oak. Once on the rock,
long unused skills took over, bridging, frictioning up long slabs, seeking out holds
under the layers of pine needles, dried leaves and dust; laybacking up crack
systems - this was more like it, tillthe rock ran out and it was back into the bush to
battle for every foot; hot sweaty and increasingly tired.
Slowly, slowly the gradient eased, though there was nothing to see through the
dense bush then a rocky kopje rose above the greenery; the summit? Once on the
top I could see down to Kaimeni Chora, the taverna and the red roof of Theo's
wooden house facing the sea. This he had built himself in just over two weeks out
of T&G planking and 3" by 4" timbers - a year later it was still standing! I rang him
on the mobile, ok for a beer? A tiny figure emerged and waved. Then I turned
round, but this wasn't the summit - there was another higher jumble of boulders,
but it took another thirty minutes to cross the short divide between. Even then the
summit ridge continued; living up to its name, Malea Gliati or long summit! I
wandered on, weaving between the bush and over the rocks to find at the far end,
a semi-circle of rocks and a flat area perfect for biwying with great views towards
the white peak of Ortholithi and the Poleponissos mountains ranges. Specks of
white sail on the azure blue sea below left a herringbone pattern as they headed
for the miniature port of Vathi. The last of the water disappeared down a dry throat
with just a sip of Coke in reserve. lt was now 12.30, over two hours from the start!
Perhaps down the other side might be quicker?
followed the rock where possible, though by now it was getting almost too hot to
touch. Perhaps this wasn't the best route either: at one point the feet slipped away
and I found myself deposited in the top of a bushy tree, fortunately with no more
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than scratches. More carefully now, I wove a route down bush-filled gulleys
instead, choking on the dry dust, till at last I reached the welcome shade of the
forest. The first terrace was reached and soon I had only the weary trudge up the
tarmac road back to the car,

A lone, lean figure waited in the shade of a tree. He had a long curved stick, the
bastooni of a goat herder. Had I seen any animals up there, his goats? Slowly I
explained nothing could get up there; nothing higher than your knee, above those
abandoned terraces. Then he admitted, he'd never been up there himself either - it
was too difficult! But a beer was waiting so I bid yiasou, goodbye and headed down
the winding road to Theo's for that thirst-quenching beer and catch up on his news.
The 250 metres ascent and descent had taken over fours hours' altogether and
despite the wonderful views was unlikely to be repeated, soon.

Wislon. July 2010.
I learnt later, that up to the twentieth century an Albanian dialect was spoken here:
Greek was the second language. This explained why all the peaks had Albanian
names. And why it should be Albanian? The infamaus pirate Barbarossa had
passed this way and spirited away the Greek population of the nearby island of
Aegina and Methana too. The Ottoman rulers had then brought in Albanians fo
work the fields.
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